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Wade's Warriors to Begin Corporate Venture
by Kevin O'Shaughnessy
· Wade's Warriors, the Law
School's all-star intramural bas
ketball team, announced its en
trance into the Western New
England College School of
Law's Twelfth Annual Invita
tional Basketball Tournament
at a press conference in the
Dean's office on January 16.
The tournament will be held
in Springfield, Massachusetts
from February 27 until March 1.
"We want to build school spirit
with Wade's Warriors," de
clared League Commissioner
and Coach , Colonel George
"Black Jack" Villegas.
The team plans to garner stu
dent involvement by selling
shares of stock (at one dqllar
per share) and holding several
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fund raising parties. The stock,
which was signed by Law
School Dean Wade Newhouse,
will be sold by team members
in front of the Law Library.
Money raised in excess of
necessary expenses will be do
nated to the National Lawyers
Guild's efforts to aid Haven
House.
It must be noted that Dean
Newhouse expressed a fervent
desire to avoid personal liability
for the corporate basketball
venture. When asked by Col
onel Villegas to sign the first
share of stock, the Dean asked,
"Do I really have to sign this?"
Insiders feel that the Dean's
trepidations will not affect the
stock's trading value. Several
business
periodicals
have

Wade and George ride again.

tagged the stock as one of the
hottest investments in 1987.
One wag was quoted as saying,
"America is going to be Basket
Bullish over Wade 's Warriors."
Brushing aside questions con
cerning S.E.C . violations, un
derworld links and urine test
ing, Colonel Villegas told the
press : "The (Boston) Celtics
went public, so can Wade's
Warriors!" He also indicated
that he had stock commitments
" from a substantial number of
the faculty." He also mentioned
that he tried to organize a
women's basketball team but
he was unable to spark interest.
Several team members were
present at the conference and
their coach assessed the team's
continued on pllge 2
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SBA Phone Phiasco Phoments Phuror

by Krista Hughes
"Bi lling ·problems" in UB's
Telecommunications Office have
resulted in the termination of
telephone service to all of the
Law School's student organiza
tions. The six telephones were
turned off on December 15 when
Telecommunications Manager
Frederick S. Wood made good
his threat to shut off service if
the Student Bar Association
failed to pay $6,600 in back
logged equipment c:;harges.
According to Wood, the prob
lem was caused in part by a
1984Act by New York Governor
Mario Cuomo which required
all State agencies to purchase,
rather than continue to rent, the
phones they use (see The Opin
ion, Feb. 12, 1986; Vol. 26, No.
9) .
The University had purchased
all of its phones and began
passing that cost onto the indi
vidual users. Michael Day,
Supervisor of Telephone Order. ing and Accounting for the Uni
versity, explained that once the
State had actually purchased
the phones, the telephone com
pany produced no more bills for
equipment, and only charged
for service.
The purchase of telephones
by the State "confused and

upset" the University's billing
system, becau~e without the
phone company's equipment
charges, the Telecommunica
tions Office was forced to create
its own bills in order to cover
the cost of buying the phones.
UB's Telecommunications Of
fice became, in effect, its olllin
telephone billi~g organization.
Day himself began creating
the equipment bills in January,
1986 in most cases billing as if
quarterly. SBA began receiving
old equipment bills on May 19,
1986, with a $298.39 ,bill cover
ing June of 1985. Two days later
a bill fqr $895.17 was received
which covered July, August
and September of 1985. The .
equipment bill for October
through December of 1985 was
received on June 9, 1986, and
two days later came another bill
of almost $900 which covered
the first three months of 1986.
Former SBA Treasurer Terry
Gilbride explained that this sud
den deluge of telephone bills
created quite a problem for SBA
with respect to finances. Ini
tially he had received "a couple
of phone bills for equipment"
which he was able to pay. '
However, as the bills rapidly
accumulated, it was apparent

that paymeat wo,ld bo

d;tt~,1

Money to pay off the unex
pected telephone bills of previ
ous years was not included in
the current budget. It was also
not possible to transfer funds
from other budget lines or re
serve funds because "[SBA]
didn't have that much miscel
laneous money lying around.
As Gilbride noted, SBA began
the year being "budgeted very
tightly." Current Treasurer Vicki
Argento agrees. "There was a
big push to give more money
N

As a consequence, Argento

sa id, money was cut from SBA
itself. The telephone budget
line was cut by last year's fi 
nance committee to $1800, ari
amount which, according to
Argento would be tiarely suffi
cient to pay off six months of
phone bills.
As of Dec. 18, 1986, SBA had
sent out a payment totalling
$3,584.40 - the sum of the
back-logged equipment bills.
cn11ti11ucJ on p:1gc / I

Prof. .Katz's Sentence Stayed
by Paul W. Kullman
A 120-day stay-of-sentence
has put UB Law School Profes
sor Al Katz back in the class
room for the remainder of the
Spring semester.
Katz, a criminal law profes
sor, had been sentenced to 30
days in jail and fined $1,000 on
Tuesday, Jan. 20 after having
plead guilty to a misdeameanor
obscenity charge involving
child pornography.
Law School Dean Wade New
house confirmed the fact that
Katz "will teach through the
semester" but refused ·further
comment on the matter. When
pressed, he would only say the
matter was being handled
through the University rather
than the Law School.
University Provost William
Greiner, however, would only
say that "it's a matter that con 
cerns me and it obviously af
fects him (Katz) and the stu
dents. But I'm not in a position
to comment on anything . It's
best not at this point in time for
people to go making off-the
cuff comments about this mat
ter."

Opinion's business manager Melinder Schneider baffled'by phone
situation.

to the student organizations "
when the present budget was
being formulated, and the
necessary result of that would
be less "m iscellaneous" money.
Three student organizations,
Peer Tutorial, Asian Law Stu
dents Association, and tl)e
Yearbook, were funded this
year for the first time. The Par
ents Law Student Association
and the Entertainment Law So
ciety were re-funded· this year
after several years of inactivity.

Greiner refused to say at
what point in time it would be
appropriate for him to com 
ment. He also refused to say
what, if any, disciplinary action
or sanctions might be imposed
upon against Katz.
Katz, a member of the faculty
since 1969, was arrested in his
Richmond Avenue home on

Tuesday, May 14, 1985 after a
year-long investigation by the
Buffalo Police Department's
one-man Salacious Literature
Squad . He was originally
charged with a felony for al
legedly mailing a sexually
explicit photo of a teenage girl
sometime between Feb. 9 and
Mar. 21, 1985. The district attor
ney's office admitted that Katz,
an amateur photographer, had
not taken the actual photo
graph .
In pleading guilty to a re
duced count on Nov. 26, Katz
told State Supreme Court Jus
tice Frederick M. Marshall he
was doing so only to avoid the
possibility of being convicted
on the felony kiddy porn
charge. The felony charge car
ried a possible seven year
prison term .
Mark J . Mahoney, Katz's at
torney and former student,
maintained throughout the
case that Katz's interest in the
so-called "kiddy porn" was
purely academic. Mahoney said
Katz was "mistakenly" caught
in the same net as persons who
involve themselves in child por
nography for profit. Mahoney
had earlier pointed'out that Katz
has had articles on porno
graphy published in the Yale
Law Journal.
Prosecutor William J . Ragan
said Katz's last articles in any
legal journal were published in
1969.
At sentencing, Judge Mar-

shall said Katz 's claim that he
was invo lved in academic re
search was "not believable. "
Judge Marshall · also said : "I •
think it 's regrettable you didn 't
have the guts to stand up here
and recognize your problem ."
Katz, who instituted a civil
suit against District Attorney
Richard J . Arcara shortly after
he was arrested, again told
Judge Marshall that he was
conducting research and said
he did not understand the na
ture of his prosecution .
Attempts to contact Katz at
the Law School and at his home
for further comment were un
successful.
"I don't think he wants to talk
to you," said an unidentified
person who answered the
phone at Katz's residence.
When asked for Katz's confir
mation of this, the same person
said, !'He's not going to get the
phone from me" and hung up.
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Wade's Warriors . .
strengths and weaknesses :
"We don't have a lot of height,
but our players have hands so
quick they could steal the shoes
off horses running full gallop at
Churchill Downs!"
A pep rally is scheduled for 
sometime in February, prior to
David Engle's Torts class. Col
onel Villegas ended the rr0 ss
conference by challengin·g the
Law School faculty to an exhibi
tion game . "It would be worth
the price of admission just to
see Schlegel in shorts," added
the fiesty Colonel. Associate
Dean John Henry Schlegel was
not present at the press confer
ence and could not be reached
for comments or defenses of
his rather spindly physique.

Player

Height

Undergraduate
College

Rick Resnick

5'11"

Alfred

Sam Spiritos

6'. 4"

Univ. of Pennsylvania

Thomas Ware

6'4"

Tuskegee Institute

Joel Schecter

5'11 ''

Cornell

Spencer Feldmen

6'2"

Brandies

Lawrence Spiccasi

6'

Univ. of Buffalo

Kevin Mccarter

5'9"

Canisius

Stephen Kidder Lindl ey

6'2 "

Emory

John Dagon

6'2"

Alfred

WADE'S
WARRIORS

Dan Lukasik

6'4"

Buffalo State

Will Zick!

6'

Hobart

Keith Sutherland

6'2"

Univ. of Buffalo

Coach Colonel George "Black Jack" Villegas
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Wade makes it official.

Alan Carrel

Charles Wallin

John Henry Schlegel

Audrey Koscielniak

Aundra Newell

Helen Crosby

Cleo Jubulis

Ellen Gibson

Marie Mcleod

Myron Malkinson

Anne Missert

Careers Symposium Interviews
by Diane Dean
The Public Interest Legal
Careers Symposium will be
held on Thursday and Friday,
Feb.
26-27
at
Greenberg
Lounge at New York University Law School.
The Symposium began eight
years ago in an attempt to bring
public interest employers and
students to one meeting place,
thus saving time and money for
both groups which are typically
on -restricted budgets. Most of
the employers conduct "formal" interviews for a known job
opening . Others hold "informal" interviews on either one
or both of the two Symposium
days to meet potential employees in the event that an opening
occurs in their office before
next Fall. (One interviewer who
attended last year conducted
only informal interviews the
first day. On the second day it
was announced that they would
be hiring three graduates at
which time they started collecting resumes and conducting
formal interviews).
While the formal interview
process is the most secure way
to approach the Symposium, ·
using the opportunity to meet
informal interviewers provides
students with ·the chance to
start their networking and learn
what public interest employers
as a whole look for in an applicant. So, even if you don't get
a formal interview, or get only
one formal interview, I would
suggest you attend the Symposium for the sake of the informal interviews. Last year, one
student didn't get a formal interview with a certain employer. Since the same employer
was conducting informal interviews as well, the student introduced herself and ended up
getting the job for which she
had initially been denied a formal interview.
By now most of you should
have at least planned where
you will be applying . You
should have reviewed the employer description in the Public
lntere·st Symposium binder,
prepared the application package that each employer has rePage two
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quested, and filled out a yellow
"pray for good weather."
Student Schedul.e Sheet. The
In . the foyer of Greenberg
yellow Student Schedule Sheet
Lounge, large boards are set up
is a very important new addion
which
the
interview
tion to the application process.
schedules are displayed. Here
Without a complete form, NYU
is where you'll find out any
may lose your applications in
changes that may have been
shuffle or miss the fact that you
made and where your interhave applied to an unlisted emviews are taking place. Maps
player.
can be picked up at one of the
Since the deadline for subtables nearby. I will be there, as
mitting resumes for the Symwill Audrey, to direct you, give
posium is Jan. 30, anyone who
you suggestions, and provide
has not yet begun the process
general moral support in your
of applying had better get to it
interviewing.
quickly! For those of you who
Arriving early this first mornhave applied, please make sure
ing can be very beneficial to stuyou have submitted a comdents who have not received inpleted resume package. Many
terviews with employers for
employers want more than just
whom they really want to work.
a resume . Without a completed
Oftentimes there are open slots
package, we cannot send your · on the interview schedule beapplication on to the employer.
cause a student has withdrawn.
In addition, any third year stuIf you get there early enough,
dent who has submitted a reyou can see if there is an opensume for employers asking
ing, go to the interviewer's
only for first and second year
room, and talk your way into
students will have his/her rethe vacant interview spot. Many
sume removed. The opposite
students got interviews this
also applies. Any resumes
way last year!
handed in after noon on Jan. 30
During the course of the day,
will not be sent to the employer
you will have breaks between
via COO .
your interviews. It is during this
After we send the applicatime that you can either introtions to the employers, they de~uce yourself to the myriad of
cide who they plan to interview.
employers sitting patiently in
They tell NYU which, in turn,
Greenberg Lounge or go and
tells us. NYU gives us this inforlisten to the panel discussions
mation in the form of an intertaking
place in adjoining
view schedule . Therefore, if you
rooms. Bring extra resumes for
are not serious about applying
the informal interviewers to an employer, don't do it.
you never know what employer
Once you have applied, and
might strike your interest once
that employer accepts, you are
you begin talking to them!
scheduled for an interview.
Speaking from experience, I
NYU assigns you to either ofthe
know approaching an employer
days the employer is interviewseated by themselves at a little
ing . Therefore, be prepared to
table can be intimidating . I
attend the Symposium for both
eventually began to coax
Thursday and Friday.
friends to go with me to talk to
The list that NYU gives us will
them . Just introduce yourself
be posted outside COO. I will
and start talking.
let students on my mailing list
Most students fly to New
know when the schedule goes
York, but some drive. If you have
up as soon as I can, but keep
a problem with transportation,
checking the board after about
let me know and I will try to arFeb . 8.
range carpooling.
At the Symposium
Good luck and have fun. This
Interviews begin at about 10
can be a very informative and
a.m . on Thursday. If you plan
worthwhile experience I
to fly in that morning, Audrey
Diane Dean is the graduate
suggests that you take the earassistant for public interest/
liest possible flight and that you
public service careers.
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LALSA Out-Reach Program
Aims at H.S. Minorities
by Zulma A. Bodon
The Latin American Law Stu
dents Association (LALSA) is in
the process of initiating a High
School Out-Reach Program.
During the Fal_
l pf 1986 the pres
ident of LALSA, Sam Rodriguez,
presented the idea to the Stu
dent Bar Association (SBA). The
proposed
project
received
major support from SBA mem
bers and monies were allocated
for the program .

LALSA Pres. Sam Rodriquez.
The Black Law Students As
sociation (BLSA) has joined
LALSA in its preliminary efforts
to establish the goals and ob
jectives of the Out-Reach pro
gram . Members of both groups
met several times last fall in an
attempt to explore a framework
' from which to begin. The ex
ploration of ideas included (1)
the feasibility of having the pro
gram; (2) the goals and objec
tives of the project; (3) who the
target population should be;
and (4) where and how the
program should be initiated .
According to Rodriguez these
preliminary discussions were
necessary in order to be suffi
ciently organized before other
organizations are invited to as
sist in the actual implementa
tion of the Out-Reach program.
He feels the program should
not be exclusively a LALSA pro
ject. "Once we are organized,
we want- to open it up to other
organizations who share our
goals and want to join us," said
Rodriguez.
The goal of the program is to
reach minority and other
academically
disadvantaged
high school students in order
to retain them in school and en
hance their potential for gradu-

ation. Its major objective is to
provide high school youths who
are identified as "at risk" with
counseling and guidance, basic
skills development, career exp
loration, cultural awareness
and leadership development.
The two high schools already
identified as possible "pilot
schools" are Bennett and Gro:
ver Cleveland. Further research
is needed, however, in order to
make sure that these two
schools are representative of
the "at risk" population the.
program wants to target.
Aithough at first glance the
objectives of the Out-Reach
proposal seem too many and
perhaps even too ambitious,
they are certainly consistent
with the goal of preventing high
school dropout. Furthermore,
this is a long-term program,
which means no one should ex
pect immediate results. It is a
complicated and time consum 
ing project deserving of every~
one's support. So far, it has
been a struggle and a learning
experience for all of us involved
in this very difficult but impor
tant endeavor.
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Candidate Linder Speaks on Migrant Rights
by Paul W. Kullman
The good thing about !ilbor
law, particularly in the area .of
migrant farmworkers, is that
"there really is a black and a
white," said Marc Linder, an at
torney with the Farmworker Di
vision of the Texas Rural Legal
Aid:
"You really do have a bunch
of repressive, exploitative ele
ments on the one hand, and
people who are a hard working,
impoverished group who make
$6-7,000 a year on the other,"
he said. "Although farmers
claim they need protection be
cause they would be vulnerable
if the workers struck prior to a
harvest, you need to turn this
around. The workers are very
vulnerable because they make
all their income in a short time,

Faculty Candidate Marc
Linder.

and are reluctant to assert all
their rights."
Linder, a 1983 graduate of
Harvard Law School, is a candi
date for a clinic faculty position
at UB. He spoke with 15 stu
dents on Wednesday, December
3 in the Faculty Lounge on his
field of expertise, federal labor
law, and his desire to imple
ment a labor law clinic at UB.
"For students, this would be
a good access· road to combin
ing book learning with active
experience," Linder said. "The
focus would be on federal sta
tutes designed to protect farm
workers. "'these are not as com
plex as the tax code. These stat
utes are easier to work with be
cause there is a modicum of his't orical meat on them, so you

can u11derstand their general in
tent."
Linder said he sees seasonal
fruit pickers in the northern and
southern sections of Western
New York as possible clients of
a labor law clinic, although he ·
admitted some unfamiliarity
with their current numbers and
their employment conditions.
"Plant closings in the Buffalo
area could be another focus,"
he added.
.
Linder, in developing a labor
law clinic; said his plan would
be "to run courses in conjunc
tion with other teachers to pro
vide a dose of economic and
sociological background" for
students. "It is important to
combine book learning with
practical experience. My own

-

experience has been that fancy
legal theories, whatever direc
tion they· come from, are riot
that important. It is important,
however, to have some ground
ing in social economic theory.
Linder previously taught
courses at the university level
in economic theory, history,
and policy from 1974-1977
while in Denmark. He was also
a teaching fellow at Harvard's
Department
of
Economics
while he attended law school
there.
,
Linder. called the UB fac~lty
"extraordinary and interesting"
and said the •concrete efforts
to shape the curriculum from
that whic~ prevails at other law
schools" is what attracted him
to apply for a position .at UB.
H

Movies, Videos: "The·Boys in the Band"
by Zulma A. Bodon
Concert promoter and film
producer Harvey Weinstein
was guest speaker for the Enter
tainment Law Society at UB
Law School Thursday, De
cember 4 of last · year. The
theme of his presentation was
"An Insider's View of Music and
Movie Business."
Weinstein was introduced as
a deal maker of the highest
c_a liber in th.e entertainment in
dustry. "He has the ability to get
things done in an environment
that is absolutely insane," said
Dianne Schnitzer, secretary for
the Entertainment Law Society.
Weinstein, who bErnan or
ganizing concerts as a UB stu
dent, now produces movie and
video projects of rock stars, in
cluding Paul McCartney and
Phil Collins. He has....distrihuted
motion pictures such as "Eren
. dira" (by Mexico's Nobel-Prize
winner Gabriel Garcia-Mar-

quez); produced Orion Picture's
horror thriller ''The Burning";
and, directed Universal's "Play
ing for Keeps". His film distribu
tion and production company is
based in New York City.
Weinstein's "insider's view"
focused qn the revolutionary
movement in technology with
in the entertainment industry
and how it has contributed to
the rapid proliferation of enter
tainment lawyers througl, the
industry. He explained that
"whenever there is a revolution
in technology there is growth,
and, where there is growth
there is a greater need for
lawyers." He further explained
that le.gal expertise is in great
'demand because, with the ex
pansion in technology, the en
tertainment industry has be
come much more .intricate and
thus lawyers are needed to help
identify and explain newly
created rights. "lttakes a lawyer

to understand the contractual
nature of the industry and the
intricacies of the new rights in
volved in the actual hierarchy
of a major studio."
Although Weinstein consid
ers a law degree an important
and needed commodity, the
predominance· .of male enter
tainment lawyers ·suggests that
the industry has ·not been re
sponsive to women. Even
Weinstein had to agree "I do
not know any entertainment
lawyers who are 'ladies'. I know
a lot of women who work for
male lawyers . .:fheir role has ·
been limited to working in the
business affairs departments
even ifthey hold a law degree."
But he believes· the barrier is
being brok~n now: "We now
have a President of Paramount
who is a woman. The President
of 20th Century Fox is also a
woman. So, it has to be up to
the women in the industry to
0

bring other women up_ the ladder."
·
For those interested in playing the dual role of entertainment lawyer-manager, Weinstein warns that this is a difficult
role to be in. "It is tough be- ·
cause it you are playing lawyer
manager with a group (for
example), the group starts to
get suspicious after a while.
They tend to look at the lawyermanager situation as an invasion." Therefore, according to
Weinstein, it is preferable to
play the single role of an attorney because "more and more
lawyers are becoming the
major 'confidant' for the talent,
and the talent is always a key
to the industry."
As to how to get started in
the entertainment industry,
Weinstein stressed the importa nee for law students to study
the trends and precedents in
the industry in order to get a

sense of where the industry is
heading and where the jobs are.
This 'should be done by subscribing to magazines and
other trade publications. Law
students should also begin to
identify entertainment law
firms in Los Angeles and in New
York City. These two cities,
Weinstein said, are where entertainment lawyers have the
greatest possibilities f<;>r suecess.
He also stressed that, if
necessary, law students should
volunteer in an entertainment
law firm: "The important thing
is to get in. Once you are in, you
should try to sit on· the meetings, watch the negotiations,.
ask questions and listen." This,
he indicated, is the best way to
get a taste of the real world of
entertainment law. It is also the
first anti most -import_ant step
towards a successful law career
in the field of entertainment.

Creative Students Frolic with Reme.dies Fillal

by Kevin O'Shaughnessy
"The most important thing to
say is that there is no law of
remedies." Discuss.
One student used a cookbook
and a brownie to answer this
exam question . Almost all of
the students taking Professor
David Fraser's Remeaies course
provided him with some very
different exam answers. "I re
ceived poems, limericks, songs
(Blues, Folk, Gilbert and Sulli
van),
video
and
audio
cassettes, plays, television

scripts (Cheers and L.A. Law),
collages, fairy tales, and one
that was written in a diner."
Professor Fraser's Remedies
exam instructions provided for
group projects and encouraged
the use of "equivalent re
sponses in alternate media."
Although Fraser had included
these instructions in years past
at other law schools, (last year
at
Dal_housie
in
Halifax,
Canada), this year's response
was the strongest. An over
whelming majority of t9e

exams used alternate media to
answer the exam. "Its obvious
that a lot of people have crea
tive artistic and literary talent
and are craving for an opportu
nity to cut loose· from this op
pressive atmosphere," de
cl!:!r'ed Fraser.
Although Fraser mentioned
he has received some "weird
looks from some people at A
and R", Registrar Helen Crosby
stated that the alternative
exams caused the staff very few
problems. "We're used to roll-

Environmental Law Society Members
Tour Love Canal Toxic Was(e Dump
by Lisa Strain
Shortly before finals last
semester, a group of 12 stu•
dents participated in an En
vironmental Law Society field
trip to Love Canal.
We were given a tour of the
general Love Canal Study Area,
located in Niagara Falls, by Rev
. erend James Brewster of the
Ecumenical Task Force (ETF).
ETF is a citizens' task force
which was originally formed by
a group of scientists in 1979 in
reaction to the discovery of con
tamination due to toxic waste
dumping in the area of Love
Canal. ETF has continued to op
erate as a citizen's· activist
group since then.
Reverend Brewster gave a
brief history of the Love Canal
area. The area received its
name from William Love, who
attempted during the 1800s to

Page'°"'
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build a canal from the Niagara
River to Lewiston but only
reached 3/4 mile into the mainland before running short of
funds.
In the early 1900s Love ~anal
was actually a highly attractive
recreational area, according to
Reverend Brewster. However,
this changed in the 1940s when
the property was purchased by
Hooker Chemical Corporation
and used to dispose of t'oxic
wastes. Hooker Chemical would
dyke off part of the canal, pump
the water out and dump liquid
and solid wa!ltes into the canal.
It is estimated that approxi
mately 22,000 tons of liquid and •
solid wastes were disposed of
in Love Canal by Hooker Chem
ical between 1942 and 1953, ac
cording to a 1979 draft report
of the lnteragency Task Force
on Hazardous Wastes.
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According to Reverend Brew
ster, there were a number of
public hearings during the
1970s on possible health effects·
of the toxic waste disposal for
the residents of the area. A 1981
New York State Department of
Health report cites a number of
potential health effects due to
exposure, including acute leu
kemia, cancer, liver dysfunc
tions and respiratory and car
diac arrei;t.
The property was eventually
purchased by the City of Niag
ara Falls and the Board of Edu
cation, and capped with a layer
of clay. A school was then built
on the edge of the canal area.
After numerous indications ap
peared in the late 1970s that,the
clay cap failed to properly con
tain the waste, including re
ports of chemicals •oozing out
continued on page 5

· ing with the punches," she
· added. ~he did mention that
she had never seen such a wide
variety of exam answers be
fore. Since-group projects were
encouraged, the students had
to make sure the blue book
numb13rs were registered with
the proper exam.
Professor Fraser h·as finished
grading the exams and they
should be posted shortly. Some
members of the faculty were
envious of . Fraser's grading

chore. "It bea,s reading sixty or
seventy dull b.l ue book exam
~nswers," chuckled Fraser. ,
Alternative media · exams
might be the method needed to
combat late grade problems. As
Professor Fraser's exam in
structions point out; "You have
better things to do with your
lives than to waste a lot of time
on this project." This sia_tement
should apply to both students
and faculty.

Love Canal

..................

of the ground" in the school
playground, the canal area was
fenced off and ttie residential
area taken over by the state
through eminent domain. A
fill drainage system to funnel
the contaminated leakage to a
treatment plant was installed.
• New York State purchased
the homes in the area for a $20
million settlement with the resi
dents, and 80 percent of the re
sidents left the area. There are
two houses which remain with
in the fenced-in area whose

OVl(ners have refused to leave,
Reverend Brewster said.
There have been numerous
incidents of arson, and a grow
ing feeling of resentment
among those few residents
who remain that they will not
receive adequate compensa
tion for their initial investment
in their property if they sell
now.
\..__,...
Until the area is declared
habitable by the Department of
Health and the Environmental

• • • • • • •

Protection Agency, no property
will be sold.
According to Reverend Brew
ster, there are at least 300 .
people on a waiting list to buy
the homes purchased by the
state. However, it may be quite
a while before the ·area is re
mediated enough to be habit
able.
The most highly contami
nated areas, said Reverend
Brewster, are the storm creeks,
especially Black and Cayuga
Creeks.

One resident, Luella Kinney,
continues to cite her son's
death as proximately caused by
exposure to these highly con
taminated areas. Her son often
played in Black Creek and died
several years ago of leukemia.
The largest obstacles to re
mediating the area are posed
by the sediments in these storm
creeks, Reverend Brewster
said, and by the Love Canal site
on which 20,000 gallqns of liq
uid waste are still being stored.
The waste contains high lev-

continuedfrompage4

els of dioxin and there is pres
ently no disposal site for the
barrels due to their high level.
of contamination and the
danger posed by transporting
them.
While the Love Canal area
continues to remain a source of
concern, a growing concern is
also developing over the 102nd
Street durrip, located directly
west of Love Canal and border
ing the Niagara River.
Since the dump borders the
continued on page 9

ELS Invites All to Wild Walk on the Winter Side

by Jack Luzier
Are you fed up with Buffalo,
winter, or both? Are you look
ing for some fun and excite
ment in your life? Do you won
der why some folks actually
want more snow and cold
weather?
We have the "ticket" for you .
The Environmental Law Society
is sponsoring the second an
nual Cross-Country Ski Trip to
Allegany State Park. Before you
say "It's not for me," read on.
· It doesn't matter if you've
never put skis on your feet or
that you're not the "athletic
type." Cross-country skiing is

essentially no more than walk
ing on top of snow. We had sev
eral first-timers last year who
had a great time. Ask Sandy
Wozniak or Jerry Goldberg, to
mention a couple.
The trip is scheduled for Sun
day, Feb. 8, but if the weather
doesn't cooperate, the "snow
date" will be Saturday, Feb. 21.
There will be a notice on the
ELS bulletin board in the mail
room Feb. 6 if we need to go to
the snow date or you can call
me at 832-8112. Also on the bul
letin board will be a sign-up
sheet for the trip. Folks must
sign-up no later than the morn-

ing of Feb. 5 so we know how
many vans we will need. All
Law School faculty, staff and
students are invited. However,
spouses, consorts and friends
are also welcome if we have
room in the vans. Otherwise
they can carpool.
• We will leave the Diefendorf
Loop on the Main Street cam
pus at 8:30 a.m. and arrive back
at approximately 4 p.m . For
those who don't know where
that is, there will be a map on
the bulletin board. There's a
large parking lot there so folks
can leave their cars at the de
parture/return location.

We are suggesting that
people bring a light lunch, al
though there is some food at
the warming hut. Also, you
should bring a spare hat, top
and pair of gloves in case you
get wet. You should dress in
light layers with ·some "heat
flexibility" such as a zippered
top, if possible. Once you start
skiing, you warm up a lot and
you should try to avoid over
heating. Wool is best, but not
heavy wool.
The transportation and the
skiing are free. However, if you
don't have equipment, it costs

$10 to rent equipment for the
day at Allegany. If you have
your own equipment, there's
plenty of room in the vans. If
we have more than one full van
(13 people), SBA will sponsor
the second van. If you have any
questions you can drop me a
note in Box #710.

For some folks, this may be
your last chance to experience
one of the unique advantages
of Western New York, so we en
courage people to join us. Be
sides, it's a blast! Hope to see
you on the trails.

Three Legal Writing Contests Offer Cash Prizes
UB Law School has received
notification of three writing
contests open to all students
currently enrolled in accredited
law schools. In addition to publishing opportunities, all of the
contests are offering cash
prizes for the winning essays.
1. American Bar Association,
Section of Corporation, Banking, and Business Law.
The section is sponsoring its
second annual student essay
contest. Contestants may write
on any topic of interest to
lawyers practicing in the areas

of corporation, banking, and
business law. Entries must be
postmarked no later than April
1, 1987.
1st Place
$1,000
2nd Place
$500
3rd Place
$200
An essay should not exceed
4,000 words and should not be
less than 2,500 Vl(ords, includ- ·
ing quoted material and footnotes.
II, West Publishing Company
and the Commission on the
Bicentennial of the United
States Constitution.

The subject for the essay is
"Does the allocation of power
between the federal and state
governments and among the
branches of the federal government contribute to the preservation of individual liberty and
the function of our government?" ·
1st Prize·
$10,000
2nd Prize
$2,500
3rd Prize
$1,000·
All entries must be postmarked by April 15, 1987 and
should consist of no more than
5,000 words, including foot-

notes.
Ill. Fourth Annual Bankruptcy
Articles Contest.
Students interested in com
peting in this contest should re
view the Digest of Decisions of
Bankruptcy Court Decisions
(CRR Publishing . Co .) and
perhaps consult with a bank
ruptcy law professor, a con
stitutional law professor, cir a
law clerk·to a bankruptcy judge
to ascertain areas of significant
interest in bankruptcy law. Sub
mitted articles should be no
less than 25 typewritten pages

and no more than 80 typewrit
ten pages (8½" x 11 "). Articles
for the 1988 issue are due by
October 31, 1987.
1st Prize
2nd Prize
3rd Prize
4th Prize
5th Prize

$300
$250
$200
$150
$100

Law students who are in
terested in participating in any
of these contests should con
tact Dean Newell in room 314
O'Brian Hall for further information.

Summer Legal Seminars Offered Abroad in Italy, ~us~ria and France
Students who wish to study
comparative and international
• Ita Iy, Austna
· an d Franee
1aw m
t h .,s summer may enro II ·m th e
1987 Summer Seminars Abroad
program sponsored by The
Dickinson School of Law.
\ Programs will be held in Flor
-.tnce, Italy; Vienna, Austria and
Strasbourg, France 'during the
summer of 1987. Students en
rolled in law schools accredited
by the Association of American
Law Schools or the American

Bar Association are eligible to
apply for admission.
The first summer program involves four weeks of study, in
Florence, Italy, beginning June
8 and concluding July 3. European scholars and practitioners
will work with members of The
Dickinson School of Law faculty
to teach two-credit courses in
comparative law, legal aspects
of European economic integration, · and transnational and
comparative civil litigation.

.., • •
Cora Alsante
Kathleen Benesh
Cindy Bennes
Shari Berlowitz
Susan Bemis
Michael Biehler
Mary Casey
Taryn Chapman
John Christopher
Jane Conrad
MaryAnne Courtney

The second summer session
involves two consecutive tw?week sessions , the first in
Vienna • beginning
July. 5• and
.
the second m Strasbourg, beginning 'July 19 an~ concludi~g
July 31. :wo-cred~t c?urses m
comparative const1tut1onal and
human rights law, comparative
legal professions, and comparative procedure and dispute
settlement will be taught by
members of the Dickinson faculty and international legal
scholars a"d practitioners.

a •

Nancy Dean
Karen OePalma
Shelley Dropkin
Randy Fahs
Tom Freed

3_,~-.,e •
Julie Freudenheim
Susan Gigacz
Leslie Gleisner
Laurie Green
Barbara Johnson

John Manning
Brian Martin
Kenneth Neaves
Maria Ogorek
Mary Anne Oliver
David P(!trick
Susan Schoepperle
Tom Theophilos
Christine Tsai
Camille Wicher
Dana Young

Call Free, Talk to an Expert
A toll-free student financial
"d I·nformation hotline and a
~~e television call-in program
will btl the highlights of "Financial Aid Awareness Month" in
J
ry Dr. Dolores E. Cross,
p~;~~e~t of the Ne.w York State
Higher- Education Services Cor·
(NYSHESC) recently
porat,on
jlnnounced, The services are
b •
jointly sponsored by
N~;~ESC and the New York
State Financial Aid Adminis-

School of Law, 1~0 South Colleg~ Street, Carlisle, P~nnsylvania 17013. Telephone . (717)
243-5529.

SUMMER
LAW STUDY
in

s"-':-k • • _,,

1986-87
Associate Moot Court
Board Members
r'

~or more •~formation call or
wn~e Dr. Louis F. Del Duca,. Assoc,ate Dean
. for Advanced
. .
Legal Education, The Dickinson

trators Association (NYSFAAA).
The student aid hotline,
1-800-367-2670, will be in operation from Jan. ,5 - 30, weekdays, noon to 8 p.m. Students
and parents may call toll-free
and speak to financial aid ~xperts on.any aspect of student
financial aid
·
. .
.
The live televIsIon call-m
program, featuring Dr. Cross
and George ~hin, president of
NYSFAAA, will be broadcast on

most Pu?hc B_roadcastmg Service stations m New York on
Wednesday, Jan. 7, . at 9 ~.m .
(The PBS program will _be aired
on Jan. 14 at 11 a.m. ~n
WNED.) Dr. C~oss a~d Mr. Chm
will discuss _the van~us forms
of student aid, e~plam how to
apply for assistance, and
·
f
·
answer questions rom viewers
who call the toll-free num~er
which will be broadcast during

Foreign Law Programs
Univ. of San Diego School of Law
Alcala Park. San Diego CA 92110
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Reality of Racism as a Criminal Act:
Impact on a Legal Care~r De~ision

0PINIONllj

by Daniel lbarrondo
ln the summer of 1979 , a
Puerto Rican youth with a his-
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tory of mental disorder was
pumped with 16 bullets by four
New York City police officers.
Each police officer shot four
bullets into this young man's
body because he attacked one
of them with a pair of scissors.
I was a pre-medical student
at the University of Puerto Rico
before arriving in the United
States in 1978. My intention
was to continue medical studies at Fordham University. The
above incident was a turning
point in my career decision. My
counselor at Fordham University couldn't understand my
reason for a career change after
examining what appeared to be
a promising future in the medical profession . Not knowing ,
the Puerto Rican situation in the
mainland and having been con fronted' with news-stories such
as the above, reality dictated
that police officers, and not
cancer, were the major killer of
my people.
The headline news in the
New York Post and local Black
and Hispanic newspapers con 
tinued with stories such as the
death of Victor Rhodes, a 16year-old stomped into a coma
by Hasidic ·students in Crown
Heights in 1978; the death of
Arthur Miller, a civic leader kill 
ed by police officers in 1978; the
death of Willie Turks, a Black
transit worker killed in 1982 in
the Gravesend section of
Brooklyn by white youths; the
Eleanor Bumpers case; and the
stabbing of Gary Moy, an Asian
man, by white Brooklyn youths
earlier last year. I decided that
the study of law was necessary
in order to protect my commu 
nity against police brutality,
racial violence and discrimina
tion . The study of law w ould
also protect me against injus
tices that I have personally ex
perienced .
I thought the study of law and
the isolation that Buffalo pro
vides would give me the peace
of mind to contemplate on
these matters and the plight of
the Puerto Rican community .
However, I found myself a vie-
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Melinda K. Schneider
Paul Hammond
Susan Clerc
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Editorial

We Want Wade!
Recently, there has been a petition· circulating throughout the
Law School suggesting to the Dean Search Committee that it
consider Wade J . Newhouse for permanent dean.
We at the Opinion applaud this grass-roots movement and
would like to add our voices to the growing chorus of positive
sentiment that has already been expressed .
Clearly, Newhouse is the man for the job. He's been here for
28 years and knows the place. He's attended countless faculty
meetings and served on innumerable committees, and is
thoroughly familiar w ith the internal workings of the Law School.
He's served in a number of administrative posts .and was largely
responsibl e for th e Law School ' s· move to O'Brian Hall and the
burgeoning of th e Jaeckl e Center State and Local Government
program . He's a first-rate scholar, extremely knowledgeable in
the areas of constitutional law, school law, and state and local
g9vernment. He knows th e alumni and has the affable disposition
which is so necessary for soliciting donations to the Law School.
Given the above, one has to wonder why the Administration
chose to resume the search for outside candidates at all . The old
committee spen t two years sifting through hundreds and hun 
dreds of nam es, only to invite seven cand idates to interview here
(four of whom withdrew and three of whom th e committee decided it didn 't like aft er all ).
·
Appointing an outside candidat e a year down th e road who· is
totally unfamiliar with the Law School does not, to our minds,
. make sense - especially wh en w e have someone from within
who is so qualified.
To quote the petition : " . .. Professor Newhouse has been an
outstanding member of th e Law School faculty for 28 years. His
service to the Law School and local legal community is beyond
reproach . Equally, hi s perfo rmance as the current Acting Dean
has been outstanding . Professor Newhouse has restored student
spirit and student confidence in the Law School administration .
Law students are, once again, beginning to feel good about our
Law School. We are confident that once the Dean Search Commit
tee carefully examines his record of performance, it will, as we
have done, come to the ... conclusion that Wade J. Newhouse
should be the permanent dean of our Law School. "

-
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If you agree , cut out this ballot and drop it in the
SBA ballot box in the mailroom .

1ze~ for assaulting o~ even_ murde~mg a ~lack,. Hispanic or
Asian. Racism, 1~ any for_m,
must be made a crimeforwh1ch
individuals are punished severely. Police officers who unnecessarily shoot and kill nonCaucasians should be subject
to the same penalties as all
other murderers.
It is said that you can't legislate human nature, or compel
people to shed their prejudices.
It is said that in this racist society no person is wholly free of
racist prejudices. But you can
compel rational people to restrain and contain racism, just
as the great majority of people
are compelled by the power of
law to restrain impulses to
steal, to assault hostile people, .
and commit other legally crim inal acts. It can just as well be
said that no person in this society is wholly free· of criminal
ideas in some form or other, in
some degree of intensity. But
the great majority have the
common sense to repress such
tendencies, and they tend to become vestigial aspects of consciousness. Similarly, · a legal
prohibition against racist actions and expressions will in. hibit and repress racist ideology, and help lead to its gradual
decline and ultimate disappearance.
We first year students were
told by our professors to contemplate on the study of law
and what it meant to us. It
dawned on me that we law students carry a large measure of
responsibility. The process of
'justice is in large part the measure of decency of a society. We
as law students and eventually
practicing attorneys, must con- .
cern ourselves with other matters of our society whether we
work in public interest firms or
private practice. It is only fair
that we, who will make our livelihoods from the legal profession and the judicial process,
should act as its guardian
within the scope of making a
decent society for all. After all,
if lawyers are not morally
obliged to carry this responsi bility then who is?

Magazine Looking for Articles

-----------------------·

I
I In brief.
I
I

tim of the racist attitudes of two
Buffalo police officers in a
trumped -up traffic violation . I
th .ink they must have just finished seeing the movie "Soul
Man." The incident haunted me
well into the week before finals
when the matter was adjudicated with a prefabricated
guilty sentence . As I sat in the
waiting room after the verdict
was made, it dawned on me
that lawyer or not these inci dents will not cease to happen.
There is no justice ; it's just us!
In the. Law School itself I
realized that racial divisions
and racial graffiti in the classrooms and bathroom stalls will
not end. The anxiety of first
semester exams culminated
with the news of the death of
Michael Griffith in the Howard
Beach section of Brooklyn on
December 20. I wondered
whether New York State leg islators and go~ernment representatives in Washington, D.C.
are awa're of the Buffalo Model.
Do law courses exist in how to
protect oneself against racial
discriminatior:i and violence?
Fundamentally, racism and
discrimination . could not be
maintained except through enforcement by the government.
This concept may be difficult to
understand because we view,
the government as an entity
with a potential force against
may
discrimination.
Some
argue that the times have
changed and the situation is no
longer the same given the
many social and economic reforms that have been made in
the last 25 years. It hasn 't
changed much ; it's the same
problem wearing a different
dress. I believe that racism
should be outlawed.
While the social and economic reforms have been beneficial,
it is also necessary to chal')ge
the law to adapt to socioeconomic changes in our society. Many ,f orms of discrimination are illegal, but not feloni ous. Nobody has ever been imprisoned for discriminating
against a Black, Hispanic or
Asian, for insulting him verbally, for slandering his race ;
and very few have been penal-

I
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In the Public Interest, a collec
tively-published review of law
and society, is currently seeking
articles for publication . The
magaz.ine is committed to print
ing articles which examine
legal issues in their social, his
torical, and political contexts.
The magazine has been in exis
tence for six years and is distri
buted to law libraries, public in
terest law firms and organiza
tions all over the country.
The magazine's main source
of material has generally been
seminar papers by law stu 
dents, but it i's also interested
in receiving work by faculty
members and law practitioners
as well as writings from the per
spectives of other disciplines.
In the Public Interest is look-

ing for well -written and re
searched papers which discuss
public interest law subj'ects. If
you would like to see your pa:
pers in print or are aware of
seminar papers which should
be published, please let us read
them . Last year we were able
to publish about one-fifth of the
material we received . The au
thors of those papers we do
publish will have an opportu
nity to revise their articles while
working closely with the edito
rial staff of the magazine. Keep
the possibility of publication by
In the Public Interest . in mind
when selecting research topics
in the future.
All manuscripts for submis
sion must be received no later

than January 30. To insure
anonymity, manuscripts should
be labeled with social security
numbers only and placed,
along with a sealed envelope
with your social security
number on the outside and
your name, box number and
phone number on the inside, in
the Center for Public Interest
,Law box in the third floor mail
. room or the ,envelope outside
our office in room 118. First or
rough drafts are acceptable.
For more information about
publication, or if you are in
terested in working on the edit
ing and publication of the mag
azine, contact Sara Nichols or
Molly Dwyer, co-editors-in
chief.
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l- Confused Kitty Lover Speaks
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Yes, I want W_ade J.
Newhouse to be considered
for permanent dean of. the
UB Law School.
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To the Editor: ,
What's all this fuss and
scuttlebutt I've been hearing in
the halls about CATS and
KITTY-PORN? I mean really,
what's the big deal? So what if
there supposedly are photo-

·
graphs of nude kittens lounging
luxuriously. Why on earth
would people get into such an
uproar and want to condemn
someone f or such pictures?
We've probably all seen one at

some time or another. If there
really is something fishy in
Denmark, why should the in
volvement of CATS bother or
surprise anyone?
Belina Anderson

The ~oy Mechanic

by Kevin O'Shaughnessy

Professor Katz: Publish or Perish •
I first met Professor Al Katz
the fact that Professor Katz has
during the Fall semester of
written several unpublished
academic monographs dealing
1983. I was an undergraduate
at UB taking a course in Comwith issues in pornography. Mr.
munication and the Law. ProRagan appears to be· an exfessor Katz lectured for nearlv-tremely devout follower of the
an hour on the history and the
academic maxim, "Publish or
issues involved in pornogPerish."
raphy. He discussed the court's
The Buffalo News reported
conflict between legitimate and
that during sentencing, Justice
illegitimate forms of expression
Marshall stated "You and I and
the president of the United
(Mark Twain wrote sexually
explicit novels for private comStates are not above the law."
missions: Art or Pornography?).
Obviously, Justice Marshall is
not a diligent student of AmerIt was one of the most interesting and informative lectures I
ican history. Presidents Lincoln,
have ever witnessed.
Roosevelt, and Johnson are
On Tuesday, January 21, Projust a few of our leaders who
fessor Al Katz was sentenced to
have chosen to ignore an
30 days in jail and was fined
amendment or two during their
reigns. It is also obvious that his ·
$1,000 for pleading guilty to a
misdemeanor obscenity charge
honor has not picked up a
involving child pornography.
newspaper or watched a televiState Supreme Court Justice
sion set for several months (oh,
Frederick M. Marshall dismissed
thats right . . . It was all Ollie
Professor Katz's academic reNorth's idea).
search defense as "not believaIn addition, Justice Marshall
ble."
asserted that Professor Katz
The district attorney's office
was a "fool who didn't have the
admitted that the photograph
guts to .. . recognize (his) problem." If Justice Marshall truly
Professor Katz was accused of
mailing was not taken by him.
believed that Professor Katz
had "problem" with child porA police search of Professor
Katz's home failed to produce
nography, his punishment was
absolutely ludicrous in light of
any evidence that he was involved in the production of
the crime. Psychiatric treatment
child pornography.
would seem to be a far more
appropriate solution to the
Prosecutor William Ragan's
"problem" than 30 days in jail
assertion that Professor Katz
has never "published a single
and a $1,000 fine.
article in any publication about
Justice Marshall chastised
Professor Katz's research methchild pornography," obscures

a

ods
calling
them
"unor
thodox" . Research involving
aspects of human sexuality fre

quently requires unorthodox
research methods. I do not con
"-'one child pornography or the
lowly individuals who produce
it. Both are recipients of my un
dying disgust.
However, my strong feelings
concerning child pornography
do nothing to alter its existence.
Child pornography is a complex
phenomenon. In addition, it is
a profitable business with a re
ceptive market. If the presence
and appeal of child porno
graphy are to be understood
.and dealt with, the subject must
be studied in depth without fear
of public or judicial reprisal.
The local vanguard of free
speech, the Buffalo media did
their usual stellar job of inform
ing the public. The three televi 
sion stations "covered" the ar
rest. This consisted of filming
Professor Katz after his arrei,J
and saying the word "kiddy
porn" as often as .possible.
The Buffalo News wn;ite sev
eral articles concerning the ar
rest. My favorite part of their
coverage was the carryover
headline "SMUT" (even though
the word never appeared in the
article) . I get the feeling the
News would rewrite Doones
bury if it could get away with it.
Even the Spectrum got in on
the action, ih a December 5
editorial the Spectrum called

• •

for a University investigation
into Professor Katz's case. They
seemed to be calling for a sec
ond trial, one conducted after
the state's by his employers
who also happen to be the
state. The Reagan Youths over
at the Spectrum seem to feel
teachers should be tried twice
for misdemeanors.
Professor Katz's central of
fense, of which he is certainly
guilty, is the crime of being dif
ferent. Many individuals disag
ree with the way he lectures,
dresses and behaves. This
might explain the expensive
three year investigation by the
·district attorney's office, the
postal inspectors, and the one
man Salacious Literature squad
(a one-man squad?). A three
year investigation that pro
duces a misdemeanor convic
tion? The district attorney's of
fice appears to be either inept
or vindictive. You might want
to ask District Attorney Richard
Arcara (and the five former stu
dents of Professor Katz that are
members of the district attor
neys office) the answer to that
'question.
The most intriguing aspect of
the sentencing was the spawn
ing ofthe "hoodwinked" theory
of criminal justice. Justice Mar
shall dismissed documents writ
ten on Professor Katz's behalf
by members of the UB law fac
ulty on the grounds that Katz

SBA Briefs

had somehow "hoodwinked"
them into believing his inno
cence.
I was unable to find the ele
ments of hoodwinkery in
McKinney's, but apparently
Justice Marshall sees Professor
Katz as a jurisprudential Raspu
tin. This is a truly "unorthodox"
method of discrediting charac
ter testimony. Law Professor
Alan Freeman told me, "He
(Professor Katz) has been writ
ing and researching porno
graphy for several years." Pro
fessor Freeman did not appear
to be hypnotized or hood
winked.
To put it·blu ntly, it stinks! The
concept of academic freedom
took a beating in the courts. The
legal dobermans in the district
attorneys- office will pat each
other on the back for a job well
done. Justice Marshall will
sleep soundly believing he put
away a foolish man with a
" problem ." Professor Katz will,
at the end of his spring semes
ter, spend thirty days of his life
in jail and pay his fine. He
is · suing Districy Attorney
Richard Arcara for $150,000. I
hope he wins. More impor
tantly, I hope he publishes an
article or writes a book dealing
with his research and his ex
per.iences. But until that hap
pens we will have to let history
decide ·w ho the real gutless
fools were.

by .Brett Gilbert

Phones, Fees, and the World According to Brett
by Brett Gilbert

.
H'e llo everybody and welcome back. Only 'one more
semester for one-third of us. I
never thought I would say this,
but I cannot wait to get out of
here. My condolences to those
of ou who have more than 15
we~ks left in your sentences.
I have a· few things to report
d
d
to you - some goo an some
not so good .
TELEPHONES
The
tele·
phones of all student organizations were disconnected by the
University during exam week of
last semester. The reasons for
this will be more specifically set

out by Vicki in an accompanying article; however, in· brief,
the disconnection
resulted
when the telephone office
claimed the SBA . owed them
about $4,000 or so from unpaid
phone bills, some dating back
a year or more. I did i:iot want
to Pay th .,s bill until we Were
sure we owed it, so Vicki made
an incredibly thorough check of
all the back records we had in
h Off
t e
ice.
Well, this proved to be no
easy task, but Vicki did it. Now,

not only do we have the neatest
set of files around, but we do,
indeed, owe the telephone office about $4,000. Unfortunately, that office was not will ing to wait for us, so they disconnected the phones. My real
apologies to those organizations (especially 'The Opinion)
that were inconvenienced because of this Needless to say
blame r~sts with me but
any
'
was not going to turn over that
h
·th ut being
muc bmotn'ety w1 o
sure a ou 1 •
YEARBOOK. A $2,000 debt
that was incurred by the printing of last year's yearbook was
, SBA
not paI'd out o f Iast years
budget like it should have been.
Hence, .it mus t come ou t of th 1s
'
year's budget. 1tell you, a lot of
old bills from previous years
are be ·,ng unearthed and it is
not making it very easy on our
financial situation. A real pain
. h
I
t
m t e ass, mus say.
E.
ACTIVITY FE During one of
t he final SBA meetings of the
h B
d f 0.
Fall semestedr, tt e . oar o th1erectors vote
o increase
Law School Student Activity
Fee by $5 per semester. How-

I

ever, a student referendum on
the increase will be held on February 12 and 13. We are waiting
until the second issue of The
Opinion is published so that all
,views on the issue can b_e aired .
The SBA Boar~ of D_1rectors
stipulated that since th ird year
students are not going to be affected by the increase, they
should not be permitted to vote .
Only f irst and secopd year stu dents will participate in the referendum .
The financial need for the in-

the country and they deserve to
be supported by the SBA. Thes~
. students help . n:iake ~u~ Law
School more ~1s1ble within t~e
!egal community, thus benefitIng all ~f u.s. However, th~ SBA
budget Is not currently equipped
to adequately handle such support.
.
Anyway, I encourage all students who feel strongly about
this issue, one way or the other,
•
Th o · ·
to write letters to
e pm,on
so that all views can be heard .
Do so soon . The copy deadline

crease is real. The debts incurred
because of the phones and the
yearbook have wiped out over
six thousand dollar off-thebooks unallocated emergency
account which Sub Board re-

for the next Opinion is Mo_nday,
February 2 at noon .
SBA VACANCIES. Two m_em bers of the SBA Board of D1rec·
tors _missed fo_u r consecutive
meetings during the Fall
.
semester ~nd _according to the
SBA Const1tut10~, are automatically out of office . We, there h
If
fore, must rep Iace~ em . you
are a second or third ~ear student and want to get involved
·
h
h"
I
with, among ot er t _mgs, Pa~•
h SBA
f
th
ning t e .
parties .~r
Is
semester, pick up a petItIon on
the SBA office door.
b
LATE GRADES. Remem er,
the faculty has established a

quires us to maintain. This fund
mu_st be repopulated .
Several new student groups
have been created over the past
several years and they have the
right to obtain SBA funding just
.
• ·
like the old groups. D1vers1ty Is
a valuable commodity we should
be willing to maintain
Additionally many .students
,
are interested in attending various legal conferences around

From the Treasurer

•

•

•

1 p· t

new policy wh1c_h requires prosors to turn in their grades
by February 15. If February 15
comes and goes for a cl_
ass of
yours, feel free to mercilessly.
annoy and harangue_ your professor for unprofessional con duct.
S~A PARTIE~. A n~mber of
parties are be1_ng planned ~Y
SBA Social Chairwoman, Robin
Miller. They include the "Suit,, p arty (someone ""!'·11 wI·n
case
a weekend on a tropical island),
the 87 - Days - Till - Graduation
f
w d ,
Party_, a Pep Rally_ or _a es
Warriors, a possible dinnerdance, and m_
aybe one or !wo
more.
•
" S we
· arewthinkbIn add1t1on,
k,,
In_g a out ~
enior
ee .
Smee there is a week between
d
the end of exams_ an co~ m~ncement, we thou_ght It
might be fun to have~ different
tf
hd
th a bon
~ven or eac
ay, wI
. f1r~-type party out o~ Baird
Point to wrap everything up.
w e'II keep you ·informed as
I
d
lop
p ans eve . .
.
Well, that Is about It for now.
Hang-in there and remember,
,,
f h f
· ht
you hav.~ to 19 t or your rig
to party!

by Vicki Argento

Bl k

Depleted Funds, Outstandinfe
There really is only one thing
to say about the SBA financial
picture and that is that it's
bleakl
·
The biggest expense t h e SBA
has at this point is the b ac kl og
of unpaid telephone b ·11
I s. Th"is
f
backlog is mainly the resu It O
the University failing to bill- us
·
for about a year, then b ·11
I mg us
·
last spring
for a year's wort h Of
usage.
. Another Problem,was the fact
that these phone bills were
scattered throughout the SBA

office, making it almost impossible to determine what we
owed, Fio d ing and organizing
th ese bills proved to be a very
ti.me consuming task.
Before th is· was accomplished, the Telecommunications
Off1· ce shut off all student orh
ganization phones. Since t at
t1
' me I have substantiated .the
cla1·ms of the Telecommunica t ·1ons Offic_e. We do indeed owe
55
them al')proximately $ , oo.oo.
1 have paid $3,584.40 of this. 1
hope to have at least some of

!o~!~~ur~~!c?~ ~!e~~~~!~ereserv~~byu~~el exp!s~ for law Stuwithin the next few weeks. I am
the SBA for emergencies are all
dent_s "'!ho attend conferences.
very sorry for the problems this
but depleted.
Within the last two years the
has caused.
Each year the SBA faces
SBA has funded three new orIn addition to the phone bills,
emergency situations which rega.n izations (Law School Year·
b oo k, p eer T u t or.,..
;,,1 Pro1·ect, and
the SBA has paid a $2,100.00
quire
that we bear t h e b urd en
A sIan
·
Law St u d ens
t A ss oc·a
billforthe1985-86editionofthe
of unexpected bills . This year
1t·ion ). Th e SBA has also "re yearbook. This bill should have
the problems have b een more
f un d ed" t wo gro ups wh·1ch had
been paid last year. The SBA
critical than has been t he case
has also paid several bills from
in years past. Each year the SBA
been inactive for several ·years
(E nt ert ammen
·
t Law Soc·1ety
last year's commencement bealso attempts to im_prove t h e
cause the 1985-86 commencequaliW of student life by conan d p aren t s Law Stu d ent Asso d
· · ) o · th a t semes
ment committee overspent its
tributing money towar new
cIatIon . uring e P s
$4 0•0 D
·
f d'
w organiza
ter the SBA has also contrib- '
.budget by about
00. . ue . projects, un mg n~
. to the payment of 'these bills,
tions, and by part1_a lly paying
conti1111cJ 011p11gc Y
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IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO

SWITCH m PIEPER.
WITHOUT LOSS OF DEPOSIT.
So, you've made a mistake. If you were lured into
another bar review course by a sales pitch in your first or
second year, and now want to SWITCH TO PIEPER,
then your deposit wi.th that other bar rev~ew course

will not be lost.
Simply register for Pl-=PER and send proof of your
payment to the other bar review course (copy of your
· check with an affirmation that you have not and do not
anticipate receiving a refund). You will receive a dollar for
dollar credit for up ·to $150 toward your tuition in the

PIEPER BAR REVIEW.
For more information see your Pieper Representatives or telephone

JUDITH KUBINIEC
BRIAN BORNSTEIN
DORIS CARBONELL
TERRANCE FLYNN.
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MARIA LOTEMPIO
AMY MURPHY
DONNA SIWEK

AMY SULLIVAN
·MARK POLLARD
JOHN ROWLEY
SUSAN ROQUE

Reagan Threatens Major Cutbacks in Student Aid
by Dolor.9S E. Crou

On January · 5
President
R .
I
d h: fi
eagabn ~e ease
IS 1scal year
1988 uuget proposal for Con,- .
gressional consideration. The
budget
contains
dramatic
changes for tb·e student aid
programs used by thousands·of
New Yorkers each year to meet·
their college costs
•
.
,
Overall,
th~ . Pres1d~nt _s
budget would ehmmate an est,mated .350,000 federal awards
worth $500 million for New
York.students. The Guaranteed
Student Loan (GSL) program,
the largest financial aid pro
gram, would be particularly
hurt by proposals to increase
interest rates and fees paid by
students and to reduce govern
ment support provided to len
ders and guarantee agencies.
The GSL program, which now
provides nearly $760 million
annually to New York students,
would be reduced by an esti
mated 45 percent.
Several other Title IV finan
cial aid programs would be
eliminated entirely and the
budget proposes to stiffen stu
dent eligibility requirements
and increase family contribu
tion rates. ~
Congress must now review
the President's proposals and
act on t_h em, including authori
zation and appropriation legis
lation, before any of ~he Presi
dent's budget can be imple
me!lted. I urge you to use this
time period to contact your
elected representatives and ex
press your opinion of the pro- ·
posals.
The following describes the
major student · aid proposals
contained in the President's
budget and estimates their im
pact on New York State. If you
have any questions 9r would
like additional _detail, please
contact Peter Keitel, Executive
Vice President (518-474-5775)
or Gharles Treadwell, Program
Specialist (518-'474-1549).

A. General Provisions Affect
ing Student Eligibil_ity
The following proposals would
. apply to alJ Title IV program.s:
1. To receive any federal student
aid, a high school diploma or its
equivalera would be required of
students by the end of their first
year of postsecondary education
or by the end of their program,
whichever came first. The "abil
ity to benefit" option now avail
able to schools, and recently re
defined within the reauthoriza
tion of thE! federal Higher Educa
tion Act, would be eliminated.
2. The federal definition of finan
cially
independent
student
would l:ie revised by: (1) requir
ing students claiming indepen-

d

h

.

ebnc~ w o_are below age 30 to
su m1t copies of.parental tax returns as documentation of tax
dependency status, (2) requiring
.. those below age 23 also to providedocumen~ionofselfcsufficiency, (31 basing all student "inde~~dence· determinations on
trad1t1onal parental support and
tax de~endency criteria and,_(4)
repealing the Institutional discretion recentl,;, provided by the
reauthorization of the federal
Higher Education· Act.
3. The "30 percent limit" on Title
IV aid applications that -must be
verified would be repealed.

B. Guaranteed Loans
· In federal fiscal year 1986, 3.6 mil
lion loans (student and parent)
worth $8.6 billion were made na
tionally, with New York State ac
counting for 344,000 loans worth
$825 million.
The President's proposed budget
would make major revisions to the
loan programs, beginning July 1,
1987. The proposed changes would
reduce Guaranteed Student Loan
volume by an estimated $340 mil
lion in New York State through the
elimination of 140,000 loans. The
specific proposals are as follows :

Guaranteed
Student
Program (GSLP)

Loan

1. Annual and cumulative loan
_limits would be returned to their
pre-reauthorization levels.

ln,pact: illllllllHIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
The increased GSL loan limits
implemented on January 1,
would be repealed . For example,
the cumulative limit on graduate
and undergraduate borrowing
would again be $25,000 instead
of $54,750.
2. The federal interest subsidy pay
l)"lent to renders on behalf of borrowers · during in-school, grace
and deferment periods would be
eliminated. In addition, the in
terest rate charged to borrowers
would be _
the average 91,day
Treasury bill rate (for the previ
ous year) through the first two
years of repayment, after which
the interest rate would be reset
by the lender, either fixed or vari
. able, up to ·the 12 month 91-day
'Treasury bill rate average plus
t.75 percent.

Impact: ll11111111111111111111111111111111111
Student costs of borrowing
would increase. tender costs
would increase as well with the
need to adjust . administrative
· systems to accommodate multi
ple interest rates. Th!J overall re
sult could likely be increased de
faults by students and loan ac
cess problems caused by 1·ender
withdrawal.
3. A new 9 percent guarantee fee
would be charged to student
borrowers in lieu of the current
5 percent loan origination fee:

SBA Ousts Basel, Steiger
by Susan•Clerc
The Student Bar Association
Basel and Steiger could not
will hold an election for one sec- be reached for comment.
ond-year director and one thirdSecond and third year- stu
year .director on February 12 dents interested in running for
and 13.
office can pick up petitions at
The offices became vacant the SBA office, 101 O'Brian.
when
second-year director
Signatures of
percent of•
J',lancy Steiger and third-year the candidate's class, approxi
director Larry Basel were drop- mately 30 people, are required.
ped from the SBA for repeated- Petitions must be returned to
ly mis.!ling!·heduled meetings., the SBA by 5:00 p.m. on Thurs• "Accardi
to President Brett day, February 5.
Gilbert s A members are inIf only one valid petition per
· formed atthe beginning of their position is filed, no election will
terms that they will be removed take place. S?cond year stufrom office if they consistently d~n-~s. are particularly urge_d to
fail to attend meetings.
partiqipate.
Under the SBA consti~ution, • Hlf you k_!low any good s?c•
said Gilbert, dismissal is Hauto• ond _years, pleaded -~-~A;'ice
rriatlc" after f9ur consecutive President J~ck Luzier,
tell

10

lmpat:t:

.

·-

.
This new variable guarant9'1 fee
will increase student costs. For
example, a graduate student
borrowing
$7,600
(annual
maximum) would pay $675 in
guarantee fees, an increase of
$300 over the current origination fee.
4. A special allowance of 2.75 per
cent would be paid to lenders
only through the second year of
principal repayment. The result
ing yield would be reduced to
the annual average of 91-day
Treasury bill rates plus 2.75 per
cent. No special allowance
would be paid' beyond the sec
ond year of principal repayment
and no special allowance would
- be paid on consolidation loans.

lmpat:t: 11111111111111111111111111111111111
Lender yield will be reduced 50
basis points. This would com
pound the effects of a recent 25
basis point reduction through
reauthorization. Many lenders
would likely re-evaluate their
student loan portfolio given the
increased administrative costs
brought about by reauthoriza
tion and reconciliation legisla
tion, and many would likely
withdraw'trom the progra'm be
cause' of reduced net yield.
0

5. The federal government reinsu r
ance of guarantee agency in
sured loans would be limited to
90 percent of default claims, with
the reinsurance level for any
year dropping to 80 percent or
70 percent depending on the
ratio of each agency's cumula
tive net defaults to the cumula
tive amount of loans in repay
ment at the end of the previous
year.

Impact: ll11111111111111111111111111111111111
Increased costs to guarantee
agencies and possibly to len
ders.
6. The guarantee agency adminis
trative cost allowance (one per
cent of loans guaranteed) would
be repealed . In addition, the
guarantee agency reimburse
ments to cover default collection
expenses would be reduced.

Impact:

-IIIIIHllllllll■IIIIIH

Increased · guarantee agency
costs estimated to be almost$14
million annually in New York
State. To meet these losses, the
Corporation would likely have to
raise insurance premiums paid
by borrowers.
'

Parent Loans for Students
(PLUS)
and
Supplemental
. Loans for Students (SLS)
1. To compensate for restrictions
proposed to GSL loan limits,
PLUS and StS loan limits would
be eliminated.

Families would have a higher
proportion of unsubsidized
loans in their financial aid pack
age thereby raising their costs.

2. Supplemental Loans for Stu
dents (SLS) program eligibility
would be extended to include all
eligible students (both depen-·

dent and independent, graduate
and undergraduate) and to
spouses of such students.

impact:-•m11
Families that replace lost GSL
eligibility with SLS loans will pay
more and ·pay sooner for their
borrowing .as SLS repayment
begins within 60 days of loan
disbursement at a higher in
terest rate (currently 10.03 per

cent).

c." Pell Grants
In federal fiscal year 1986, the Pell
Grant program provided $3.58 bill
ion in awards nationally, with New
York State receiving an estimated
$460 million for over 308,000 reci
pients . . The President's FY '88
budget proposes funding of $.2.71
billion for FY '88, 24 percent below
FY '86 funding levels and 31 percent
below FY '87 appropriations. Spe
cific proposals to change the Pell
Grant program include the follow
ing:
- Increasing the expected fam
' ily contribution by raising in
come assessment ratE1s for de
pendent st!Jdents from the cur
rent 11/13/18(25 percent (on
each .$5,000 income increment)
to 20/30/40 percent. Indepen
dent student assessment rates
would increase from 75 percent
to 90 percent (single students)
and from 25 percent to 70 per
cent (married students or those
with dependents).
- Repealing the five dollar per
recipient Pell Grant administra
tive allowance paid to post
secondary institutions.

Impact: 111111111111111111111111111111111111
New York State would lose an
estimated $111 million in Pell
Grant benefits in FY '88 through
the elUJ1ination of 82,000 reci
pients. Changes in the need
analysis formula would gener
ally eliminate the eligibility of
students and families with in
comes over $20,000, as com
pared to the current "typical
family" cutoff of $28,900.

D. Other Programs
Four major Title IV financial aid
programs would be terminated, be
ginning in the current 1987 fiscal
year:
1. Supplemental Educational Op
portunity Grants (SEOG)

In FY '86, the SEOG program
provided $395 million with New
York State receiving an esti
mated $31 million for 54,000 stu
dents.
A 100 pt,rcent recision is re
quested for FY '87 by President
Reagan and no funding is re
quested for FY '88.
2. College Work-Study (CWS)

In FY '86, $567 ~illion in federal
funds was made available na
tionally, with New York State re
ceiving an estimated $47 million
for 64,000 students.
A 100 percent recision is re
quested·for FY '87 by President
Reagan and no funding is re
qµested for FY '88.

3. State Student Incentive Grants

(SSIGI
In FY '86 the SSIG program pro
vided $73. million nationally,
with New York State receiving
over $6 million.
A 100 percent rec1s1on is re
quested for FY '87 by President
Reagan and no funding is re
quested for FY '88.

lmpact:-111■
SSIG funds are used by New
York State to offset costs of its
Tuition Assistance Program
(TAP). As TAP is an entitlement
program, providing awards to all
eligible students, State taxpayer
costs would i_
ncrease by over $6
million annually to replace the
proposed elimination of SSIG
funds.

4. Perkins (Directl Loans (Formerly
NDSLI ·

In FY '86, the federal govern
ment provided $209 million in
capital contributions to fund
new loans, with New York State
receiving an estimated $19 mil
lion. Using these funds in con
junction with institutional re
volving funds -created through
collected loans, New York post
secondary institutions made an
estimated 71,000 low-interest
loans.
For FY '87, the• President pro
poses to rescind $188 million of
the program's funding and re
quest only $22 million in funding
for cancellation payments. Simi
lar small payment requests are
made for FY '88.
The President proposes to in
itiate a large-scale Income Con
tingent Loan (ICL) program to re
place the Perkins Loan Program.
The ICL program was created by
the Higher Education Amend
ments of 1986 and funded by
Congress at $5 million for FY '87.
The statute provides for a con
tinued small scale program fol
lowed by an evaluation before
the program is either continued
or expanded.
For FY '88, the President_pro
poses $600 million in new fed
eral capital contributions t9 the
Income Contingent Loan Pro
gram ; New York State's share of
that new funding is estimated to
be $50 mill ion.
·

Impact:

11.IIIIIIHIIIIIIIUIIIUIIIII

For FY '87, which funds the 198788 academic year, New York
State would lose an estimated
$17 million in Perkins Loans
funds; or roughly 90 perc-ent of
federal funding expected for that
year. Assuming Congressional
approval of the requested ICL
new program funding, New York
would realize some increase in
direct loan federal capital con
tributions in FY '88. However,
the ICL program appears to
structure longer loan repayment
periods for low-income college
graduates thereby ironically in
creasing the amount of interest
paid by low-income students
and, thus, increasing the cost of
their borrowing.

Canal
From the Treasurer . . . .. .. con,inued/'rompuge7 Love
. . • • • • • • continued from page 5
uted · toward the travel ex-.
penses for two students to at
tend two different conferences,
donated money to the Campus
Child Care Center, co-spon
sored a conference on Family'
Violence and paid the basket
ball tournament entry fee for
Wade's Warriors.
• There are many projects
planned for the spring that the
SBA hopes to ·help finance. The
cu~rent status of the treasury
will severely limit the amourit

L.:
·a:,:bte::.!"ce::::s::,-_ _ _ _~--.-•th_e_m_t_o_r_u_n_.---.~";""~--~- ~ · of money the SBA will.be able

· to distribute. The problem that
has arisen is that each year the
.SBA is trying to do more and
more with the same amount of
money. The student activity fee
has not been raised in several
years. Unless the studen9ctiv
ity fee is increased, the SBA will
· be unable to sustain the organi
.zations currently active, deal
with emergencies and contrib
ute to new, worthwhile pro
jects. I urge• all concerned stu
dents to support the ·movment
to increase the student activity

fee.

.river, Reverend Brewster said,
the dumping which Occidental
Corporation is presently carry
ing outatthis site is "equivalent
to dumping it right into the
river." .
ETF is working now to have
this site declared hazardous
and qualify for remediation,
and to ensure that continuous at
tention and citizen input will be
given to any future decisions af
fecting those areas.

Lisa Strain la president of the
Environmental Law Society.
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100.
·Stanley H. Kaplan has test-prepped students for .
nearly 50 years. SMH has prepared bar candidates for
over 20 years. Together they're an unbeatable team,
offering the finest ba-r review services available.

e

Preparation for: CA, CO, CT, DC, FL, MA,
MD, NH, NJ, NM, NY, PA, VA, VT, and
others.

•

Over 110 permanent centers nationwide
open days, evenings and weekends~

•

Complete prep~ration including extensive
practice questions reviewed by experienced
professors.

· •

No hidden costs, no book deposit, no retake
charge.

Prepare with Confidence

CALL TOLL FREE

800-343-9188 · 800-223-1782
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Past Year's Phonathon: A Spectacular Success

Robin Check/a solicits support. - Photo courtesy UB Law Forum

Phonathon '86 generated ap
proximately $50,000 in pledges
thanks to the dedication and en
thusiasm of more than 85
alumni and student volunteers,
according to Sharon Fine,
graduate assistant for develop
ment. She said over 80 percent
of alumni who were contacted
agreed to make contributions to
the Law School.
The Phonathon, a key event
in UB Law School's fund-rais
ing campaign, is conducted
every Fall under the guidance
of Associate Dean Alan Carrel
and Ms. Fine. Fine said over the
years, telephone calls have
been found to be far more effec
tive fund-raising tools than "im
personal letters."

This past year's Phonathon
was conducted during six dif
·ferent nights in November at
the law offices of Jaeckle, Fleisch
mann and Mugel.
The Phonathon has become
so successful that Carrel and
Fine said they plan to expand
to 10 nights next year, so that
a greater number of alumni can
be contacted. "We hope that
those of you who have shown
dedication as student Phon
athon volunteers will continue
to assist the Law School after
you graduate," Fine said.
Since the Law School is only
state-assisted and not state
supported, Fine said, "We .rely
heavily on the generosity of our
alumni and friends in order to

operate effectively."
Private gifts help to finance
programs such as the Career
Development Office, Moot
Court, Trial Technique, the
Dean Search, faculty recruit
ment, research assistants, li
brary resources, and emer
gency loans for students.
Carrel ~aid he appreciates the
commitment
of
continued
alumni and student volunteers,
and is especially impressed by
the number of students who
have joined the campaign in re
cent years.
Phonathon volunteers re
ceived a complimentary dinner
for their help.

Progr_ain Explores Constitution and Foreign Policy
by Shelley Rene Rice
"By what we do and by what
we leave undone, each of us
has a genuine effect on history.
Each of us makes a difference,
and each of us is to take this
responsibility to heart. Democ
racy will not work unless we
do." Arnold Toynbee, a British
Historian.
Foreign policy issu_es are an
integral part of our daily lives.
Not a day goes by without some
media coverage of some foreign
policy issue. Wouldn't you like
to know the real facts, or at least
be more informed? If we as fu
ture policymakers and leaders
are to make enlightened, intelli
gent, responsible decisions that
will affect citizens of the ·United
States and the world, the need to
be better informed is critical. In
crease your understanding of a
wide range of critical world de
velopments and their conse
quences for every American by
participating in Great Decisions
'87, a study/discussion group.
The GreatDecisions'87 briefing
book (a mere $6 investment).
written by ~he Foreign Policy
Association, will provide the
only material needed to take
part.
Great Decisions provides
clear, nonpartisan· information
on vital foreign policy issues.
It fosters public discussion,
awareness and an increase in

public participation in foreign
affairs. Great Decisions '87 will
celebrate the Bicentennial of
the United States Constitution
by featuring as its first topic
"The Constitution and Foreign
Policy: The Role of Law in Inter
national Relations." The article
discusses why the founding
fathers, in 1787, chose Amer
ica's unique system of govern
ment; how their decision 'to di
vide foreign policymaking re
sponsibility among the execu
tive branch, Congress and
judiciary has influenced recent
decisions on military action and
treaties; and how the Constitu
tion has affected the United
States compliance with interna
tional law. Each of the other
seven articles pays special at
tention to provisions in the
United States Constitution that
affect the particular foreign pol
icy topic.
The Foreign Policy Associa
tion w,as founded in 1918 but
launched the first Great Deci
sions program in 1954. This is
the 33rd year of this national,
nonpartisan study/discussion
program offering an opportu
nity to become better informed
on eight of the most important
foreign policy issues facing the
United States. The Foreign Pol
icy ·Association strives to pre
sent facts impartially. Before
publication, each manuscript is

reviewed by at least four out
side experts for accuracy, inter
pretation, l:>alance, organiza
tion, clarity and objectivity. The
Fo_reign Policy Association pre
sents varied, recognized -policy
options but does not advocate
any. It informs and interprets,
but it does not take sides. It pre
sents history of world affairs as
well as a digest of current
events. It not only tells what's
happening, but why and what
it means to you and to the coun
try. Great Decisions encour
ages citizens to study the facts,
be receptive to a broad spec
trum of views, and draw their
own informed conclusions.
The participants in the Great
Decisions program can let the
nation's leaders know what
they think the course of the
United· States foreign policy
should be. After reading and
discussing the background in
formation and options for
United States policy on each of
the eight topics, participants
are invited to express their own
views on the opinion ballots
which are bound in the Great
Decisions book. The opinion
ballots are sent to the Foreign
Policy Association where the
nationwide results are tabulated.
The National Opinion Ballot Re
port is prepared with the assist
ance of public opinion analysts
and copies of the report are sent

1---------Attend - Be lnformed-''- - - - - - - - 

SBA simply had "too much
money outstanding," and the
phones had to be turned off.
' However, both he and Michael
Day indicated that they might
be willing to negotiate a system
of payment.
Although several warning let
ters were apparently sent to
SBA, the Executive Board
thought that further investiga
tion of the bills was in order. "It
was unfortunate," remarked
SBA President Brett Gilbert,

All of the student organiza
tions which rely upon SBA for
funding, including SBA itself
and The Opinion, have been
operating without telephone
service for over a month. Fo,r
the organizations which rely
heavily upon their telephones
for conducting business, the
situation has proven to be in
convenient at best, or as Sara
Nichols of the phone-less "In
the Public Interest" put it, "It's
been a real drag."

to key foreign policymakers, in
Congress, the White House, the
Departments of State and De
fense and the nation's media.
This is one way "We The
People" can help shape foreign
policy.
During February and March, in
dividuals ot different com
munities and walks of life will
meet to study and discuss the
eight foreign policy · issues
analyzed in the Great Decisions
'87 book, National radio and
television programs on the
Great Decisions "'87 topics will
be aired nationwide, featuring

TENTATIVE DATES AND TIMES
Topic 1
Tues., Feb. 3 . . . . . 5 p.m .

Topic 2
Tues., ~eb. 10 . . . . 5 p.m.
Topic 3
Tues., Feb. 17 . . . . 5 p.m .
Topic 4
Tues., Feb. 24 . . . . 5 p.m.
Topic 5
Tues., Mar. 3 . . . . . 5 p.m .
Topic 6
Tues., Mar. 10 . ... 5 p.m .
Topic 7
Tues., Mar. 24 . . .. 5 p.m.
Topic 8
Tues., Mar. 31 .... 5 p.m.

Phone Phiasco ...
The remaining $3,015.60 rep
resents calls and equipment
charges which have accrued
since May, 1986. Payments for
the more up-to-date phone bills
must come from money which
SBA does not currently have.
Unallocated money normally
exists in the form of the Begin
ning Cash Balance, which rep
resents the surplus funds of the
previous budget yea·r. From this
sum, which initially totalled
$9,000, SBA had to pay off the

The Constitution and Foreign
Policy : The Role of Law in Inter
national Relations
Defense and the Federal Deficit :
U.S. Needs, Society Challenges
Egypt and the United States:
Uneasy Relations
The Pacific Basin :
Alliances, Trade and Bases
South Africa:
• Apartheid Under Siege .
Foreign Investment in the United
States : The Selling of America?
Pakistan and Afghanistan :
Storm Over Southwest Asia
Dealing With Revolution :
Iran, Nicaragua and the Philippines

continued /'mm page I

debts of last year's Commence
ment Committee, which went
considerably over-budget, and
the debts of the yearbook. SBA
also paid off the back-logged
telephone bills, leaving only
about $2,000 in the Beginning
Cash Balance.
Frederick Wood has indicated
that telephone service will not
be restored until SSA's bill is
paid in full. Although he main
tains that he "[does not) like to
terminate people's service,"

Toll Free .....
the one hour program.
"Governor Cuomo has pro
claimed January 'Financial Aid
Awareness Month' in New York
to encourage students and par
ents to get the _facts about all
sources of financial assistance
for the costs of higher educa
tion," said Dr. Cross. She added
that January is the month when
current and prospective stu
dents should begin applying for
federal and college-sponsored
financial aid for the 1987-88
academic .,vear, which begins
on July 1. New figancial aid ap
plications for the coming
school year are now available

views of experts from the gov
ernment and the private sector.
Check local newspapers for list
ings of dates and times.
The
Christian
Science
Monitor is of.fering a series of
eight articles on the Great Deci
sions '87 topics written by CSM
correspondents. In the Buffalo
area, Great Decisions groups
are being formed by the Buffalo
Council on World Affairs, Inc.,
the ,Jewish Center, the Amherst
League of Women Voters, the
American Association of Uni
versity Women, and also at the
Unitarian Church in Hamburg.

• • . • • continued from page 5

in high school guidance and
college financial aid offices
throughout the state. "The
sooner the student applies, the
better his or her chances are for
receiving aid on a timely basis,"
Dr. Cross said.
In proclaiming January Fi
nancial Aid Awareness Month
the governor stated: "Access
to postsecondary education is
important to New York's fuh_ire
as a citadel of higher education
and as a center for the develop
ment of high technology ... It
is fitting that the state with the
first and currently largest stu-

dent grant, scholarship and
loan program recognize the im
portance that such assistance
plays in the access, choice and
utilization of postsecondary
education."
In addition to the hotline and
television program, NYSHESC
. and NYSFAAA will sponsor a
state-wide series of free finan
cial · aid seminars for students
and parents. The sc~edule for
the seminars is: Wednesday,
Jan. 28 - 7 p.m. at Kensington
High School and Thursday, Jan.
29 - 7 p.m. at Grover High
School. ·

"but I wasn't going to pay so
much money if I wasn't sure we
owed it."
SSA's main hope for raising
the inoney to cover the bills in
volves raising the Student Ac
tivity Fee by $5 a semester.
Such a move, if approved by the
student body, will result in an
additional $10-11,000 of rev
enue. Since all of SSA's money
comes from the Student Fee,
the proposed hike appears to be
the only solution.

Come to
The qpinion_
Recr~aitment Party!
~

~

,,. • ~.:-..1;"_;;. .'-'-,,,:. ' '
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.

·WHEN: WeclnesdayJan.28-3:30p.m.
WHERE: O'Brian Hall Room 724
WHAT: Pizza, Pop, Beer- FREE
c,
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Head Rep:
H. TODD BULLARD

3rd. Yr. Head Rep.
KEVIN COMSTOCK
Bernetta Bourcy
Karen Buckley
Robin Chekla
Mary Comerford
Nancy Decarlo
Keith Fabi
Tammy Gordon
Paul Karp
Katie Keib
Jay Kennigsberg
Alicia Lacappruccia
Jay Lippman
Dave Platt
Rick Resnick

Steve Ricca
Colleen Rogers
Debbie Rosenband
Robin Rosenberg
Jennifer Sanders
Joel Schecter
Evan Shapiro
Leslie Shuman
Karen Silverman
Eric Snyder*
Larry Spiccasi
Sam Spiritos
Bonnie Mettica

2nd. Yr. Head Rep.
BARRY STOPPLER
Cora Alsante*
Steve Balmer*
Shari Berlowitz
Mike Biehler**
Mary Casey
Melanie Collins
Gail Ellington **
Susan Gass**
Susan G_igacz
Lois Liberman

* please contact these people to inquire
about their status
**associate reps
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